Data Management Suite

FAQ

What is he Data Management Suite?
The Data Management Suite helps access, transform, and connect your data, letting you
deliver reliable and timely information to all business units. It offers the best tools for
data integration, quality and cleansing capabilities so your decision makers can rely on
trusted data.

ON-PREM / CLOUD
INTEGRATION:
Access and exchange data
between on premise and
the cloud – with support
and connectivity for
loading large and diverse
data types.

OTHER INTEGRATION:
SAP HANA platform, HPE
Vertica, MongoDB, Apache
Spark on Apache Hive, SAP IQ
software, Apache Cassandra,
Teradata, SAP S/4HANA®,
Greenplum Database, SAP
Vora, MS Analytics Platform
System, Apache Spark
Hadoop: MapR, Cloudera,
SAP Cloud Platform Big Data
Services
Hadoop distributed file system
data storage formats including
CSV, Avro, Parquet, and ORC
Spatial data including loading,
geocoding, and matching
Unstructured text from PDF,
Microsoft Word, Web log,
Microsoft Outlook, Microsoft
Excel
File transfer protocol (FTP),
secure file transfer protocol
(SFTP), pretty good privacy
(PGP), and single sign-on (v)

The amount of data we have is growing. It’s hard to manage, much less
understand. Can this tool help our organization?
Yes, this suite of tools supports a large volume and variety data including structured,
text, Big Data, device, social, machine and more. With it, you can support both
operational and analytical data-driven initiatives regardless of your data source. When
data is ready for analysis, business users can extract relevant information.
Can I use this solution to see a view of all data across the enterprise –
even if it’s not SAP?
Yes, CATCH Intelligence can help you create a complete view of information by
accessing data – of any size and from any data source. It even provides the ability to
process structured and unstructured content from a variety of data sources across your
enterprise. You can extract, transform, and load any data source into any target source
to create a complete view.
Data quality is an issue in my organization, will the Suite help?
Yes, the Data Management Suite allows you to improve data quality by correcting data
issues as they arise and preventing quality issues before they occur. It allows you
to standardize, correct, and match data to reduce duplicate information and identify
relationships.
The common saying with data is garbage in/garbage out. How can I
ensure that my data is good quality before moving it?
The Data Management Suite empowers you to improve, enhance and consolidate data.
Ultimate flexibility allows you to correct data from any source, domain, or type; validate
data; fill gaps within existing data; match and consolidate data with data duplication
checks; and perform data quality checks before analyzing, moving, or integrating data.
What is the fastest way to optimize this solution?
CATCH Intelligence provides the services and experts needed to support you at every
stage of the data management lifecycle. We can help you understand the best practices
to improve data quality in all areas such as completeness, uniqueness, consistency, and
timeliness.
Is there a proven way to get a data migration project started?
The best way to jump-start data migration projects is with a Strategic Planning session.
We’ll assess your existing IT landscape to understand exactly what data your company
has, where the data is located, and how its quality can affect the business. We’ll partner
with all areas of the business to address quality and governance issues head-on, then
deliver a customized and proven implementation plan to help you meet your needs
within your timeline.
How can I ensure long-term success with data quality?
As part of working with CATCH Intelligence on your data migration project, our experts
will coach, mentor and train your personnel along the way. We’ll addresses the important
aspects of change management and communication management as part of our overall
project management discipline.
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